Rules 3v3 tournament D.B.V. Arriba:
Organisational rules:
●

Individuals or teams must be subscribed at least one day before the tournament. This can
be done at the Website of Arriba.

●

The fees of 3 euro per person must be paid before the tournament starts at the game
secretariat. The game secretariat will be open in the sports canteen one hour before the
games start.

●

A half hour before the start of the tournament at least one person of the team must be
registered at the game secretariat.

●

The scorer hands in the score sheet at the game secretary table.

●

Every team consists of three players on the field and there is not a maximum of substitutes.
Players can be substituted before every check-ball.

●

Every game consists of 5 min warming-up and 12 min playing time.

Game rules:
●

One player shoots a three pointer, before the time starts: If he makes the shot, his team
gets the first possession - if he misses, the other team is awarded the ball.

●

There will be no shot clock at the games.

●

After every interruption (out of bounds, score, fouls), the defensive team passes to the
offense team (outside the 3pt-line), then the play starts.

●

The ball is checked after every foul (even in the shooting motion), the 5th team foul and all
following are being penalized by one point for the opposing team.

●

Before a player can score the ball after a check ball, a second player has to touch the ball.

●

After every defensive rebound or steal, the new offense has to get the ball behind the
3ptline, before they are allowed to score. If they score without “clearing” the ball, the
opposing team is awarded with the ball.

●

There is no “make it, take it” - the ball possession changes after every score.

●

Three-Pointers count 2 points, everything else 1 point

●

The first team to reach 16 points, or the team with the higher score after 12 minutes wins
the game.

●

If the score is tied after 12 minutes, the game keeps going on until one team scores two
more points.

●

Men are not allowed to block on women.

●

At a regular jump ball situation, ball possession goes first to the teams who did not start
with ball possession. Each consecutive jump ball the ball possession is switched to the
other team.

●

Most important rule: FAIR PLAY! Be respectful to your fellow players and referee. Be
aware when a player misbehaves in a severe way, the player can be disqualified by the
tournament committee for that tournament day.

